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Enterprises today often replatform as part of their efforts to 
become Future Ready1 because the state of their existing sys-
tems, data, and processes hinders the organization’s ability 
to compete in the digital economy.2 Replatforming, when an 
enterprise transitions legacy applications to cloud platforms 
and digitizes its “crown jewels” (the components and capabil-
ities it is best known for), enables the enterprise to fulfill its 
current business needs, innovate, and adapt to future needs. 

Replatforming is itself challenging enough, but to get buy-in 
and investment you must convincingly explain the plan to the 
board and top management team.3 This necessary prerequi-
site for success presents two challenges. The first challenge 
is to define what a future-ready platform is, and how that 
is different from what the enterprise has now. The second 
is to lay out the approach to replatforming you propose the 
enterprise should take. This includes articulating what would 
be replaced (and what wouldn’t) and how it would be inte-
grated into the existing environment (if it would be), as well 
as the customer impact, expected costs, changes, and risks to 
be managed along the way. 

Effectively explaining replatforming helps secure needed 
funds, sets realistic expectations about the business value to 
be created and metrics to assess it, and surfaces risks. Most 
importantly, an effective explanation of replatforming clearly 
depicts the roles of the board, top management team, and 
technology and other teams in achieving successful results. 
A poor explanation is a contributing factor to replatforming 
failure. A clear explanation will illuminate the business model 
choices that the replatforming will support and outline the 
governance needed to increase the likelihood of success.  

1 P. Weill and S. L. Woerner, “Future Ready? Pick Your Pathway for Digital 
Business Transformation,” MIT Sloan CISR Research Briefing, Vol. XVII, No. 
9, September 2017. 

2 P. Weill, S. L. Woerner, and M. Harte, “Replatforming the Enterprise,” MIT 
Sloan CISR Research Briefing, Vol. XX, No. 7, July 2020. 

3 Once buy-in has been achieved at the top, it is important to explain replat-
forming to the entire organization to get them focused. 

In this briefing we first define a future-ready platform and guid-
ing principles for building one, based on MIT CISR research4 and 
the CIO experience of two co-authors. We then share lessons 
on how to describe what a future-ready platform is and propose 
a way to explain replatforming to boards and the top manage-
ment team. Effectively explaining replatforming is a skill that 
technology leaders, and eventually all leaders, must develop. 

BUILDING FUTURE-READY PLATFORMS 
A platform is an integrated set of digitized processes and the 
technologies, service modules, compliance controls, and data 
needed to produce a specific business outcome—for example, 
taking an order, establishing a mortgage, or supporting an om-
nichannel experience. At some enterprises, a platform is an-
chored in purchased software such as an enterprise resource 
planning system or a customer relationship management 
system. Enterprises can develop parts of a platform in the 
cloud, or for a fee can acquire or use systems or components 
offered by other enterprises in the cloud. Platform process-
es are designed and implemented such that people can be 
removed from steps that are better performed by machines; 
ideally the machines would perform the process end-to-end, 
with people moved to higher-value activities. Great platforms 
capture the essence of your enterprise’s strategy, digitize your 
crown jewels, and plug and play both with other platforms in-
side the company and the platforms and services of partners. 

We propose that a future-ready platform conceptually has 
six layers the enterprise can adapt (see figure 1): (1) custom-
ers, (2) channels, (3) processes and experiences, (4) shared 
data, (5) product integration, and (6) infrastructure. Custom-
ers connect to your enterprise through a set of channels. 
Processes and experiences, with compliance and application 
programming interfaces (APIs) built in, access shared data. 

4 The definition of a future-ready platform and the guiding principles 
for building one emerged from dozens of interviews with executives, 
workshops with senior executives, and writings from two CIOs on their ex-
periences. The interviews with executives were part of MIT CISR’s Future 
Ready research from 2015 to 2021. 

© 2022 MIT Sloan Center for Information Systems Research, Woerner, Reynolds, Harte, and Weill. MIT CISR Research Briefings 
are published monthly to update the center’s patrons and sponsors on current research projects. 

https://cisr.mit.edu/publication/2017_0901_DigitalPathways_WeillWoerner
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Customer 

Channel 

Process and Experience 
process+ API + compliance 

Shared Data 

Product Integration 
product+ application + 

API + compliance 

Infrastructure 

Product integration—leveraging APIs, applications, and prod-
ucts, again with compliance built in—sits atop infrastructure. 

In our discussions with executives and drawing from our 
co-authors’ CIO experience, the following principles emerged 
as a guide to the development of a new future-ready platform: 

• Delight customers through ecosystem integrations 

• Reduce channel complexity with compliance built in—from 
the start 

• Create a shared data layer for internal and partner use—based 
on clear access control and data sovereignty requirements 

• Leverage Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

• Develop plug-and-play core services— accessible via APIs; 
this enables modularity 

• Embed compliance into business processes, products, and 
APIs—again from the start, rather than as an afterthought 
or an add-on 

• Host platforms in the cloud for flexibility—whether on 
premises or with external partners 

Future-ready platforms are used internally across the enter-
prise and externally within digital ecosystems. To ensure they 
are strongly connected to business outcomes, future-ready 
platforms typically have business performance metrics built 
in—for example, measuring the percentage of customers 
that complete an online purchase process, and for those who 
don’t complete it, where they dropped off. 

Larger enterprises often have multiple platforms. For exam-
ple, DBS Bank, which reorganized around platforms as part of 
its digital transformation,5 had thirty-three platforms in 2019, 
each either aligned to business drivers, providing enterprise 
support, shared across the bank, or playing a role in enabling 
the overall operations of the bank.6 An enterprise’s busi-
ness models determine the size and number of platforms 
and what platform capabilities the enterprise needs, with 
the platforms typically built or rebuilt in stages. Different 
business models require distinct platform capabilities, so the 
more business models an enterprise has, the more platforms 
it typically needs. 

We have found that successful replatforming governance is 
achieved by a joint effort between business and IT leaders. 
DBS governs its platforms using the two-in-a-box manage-
ment approach in which business and technology leads hold 

5 S.K. Sia, P. Weill, and N. Zhang, “Designing a Future-Ready Enterprise: The 
Digital Transformation of DBS Bank,” California Management Review, Vol. 
63, Issue 3, 2021, pp. 35–57. 

6 See “CIO Statement,” DBS Group Holdings, Ltd. Annual Report 2018, DBS 
Bank Ltd. Co. 

joint accountability for a platform’s health and success.7 

Other options include quarterly value reviews—as pursued at 
BBVA8—and joint incentives. The choice of effort should suit 
your enterprise’s culture. 

MAKING A CLEAR CASE FOR 
REPLATFORMING 
The July 2020 MIT CISR research briefing described four dis-
tinct approaches to enterprise replatforming we identified in 
our research and indicated for each approach the percentage 
of enterprises where it was dominant.9 Each approach carries 
distinct risks and benefits. 

• API layer (35 percent)—building front-end interfaces for 
both internal and external use via APIs. Existing systems and 
data must be connectable to APIs. Enterprises can typically 
implement an API layer quickly without disturbing existing 
systems; however, the existing systems are often complex 
and fragmented, and costs to run them can remain high. 

• Partial replacement (26 percent)—replacing systems that 
are hindering transformation or to advance processes. A 
partial replacement addresses one problem but can produce 
significant integration challenges and restrict future flexibility 
and data access. Product silos may get entrenched. 

7 S.K. Sia, P. Weill, and M. Xu, “DBS: From the "World's Best Bank" to Build-
ing the Future-Ready Enterprise,” MIT Sloan CISR Working Paper, No. 436, 
March 2019. 

8 N. O. Fonstad and J. Salonen, “Four Changes: How BBVA Generated Great-
er Strategic Value,” MIT Sloan CISR Working Paper, No. 452, October 2021. 

9 Weill, Woerner, and Harte, “Replatforming the Enterprise.” 

Figure 1: A Future-Ready Platform 

https://doi.org/10.1177%2F0008125621992583
https://doi.org/10.1177%2F0008125621992583
https://www.dbs.com/annualreports/2018/cio-statement.html
https://cisr.mit.edu/publication/MIT_CISRwp436_DBS-FutureReadyEnterprise_SiaWeillXu
https://cisr.mit.edu/publication/MIT_CISRwp436_DBS-FutureReadyEnterprise_SiaWeillXu
https://cisr.mit.edu/publication/MIT_CISRwp452_BBVA-SDA_FonstadSalonen
https://cisr.mit.edu/publication/MIT_CISRwp452_BBVA-SDA_FonstadSalonen
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Legacy Systems: silos and spaghetti that retains complexity and risk ~ New capabilities 

• Migration (24 percent)—moving the entire enterprise to
a new future-ready platform. Transitioning customers and
products to the new platform can be complex. The benefits
of this approach include opening up opportunities for many
types of innovation.

• Core replacement (15 percent)—replacing only legacy
back-end transaction systems. This entails a massive multi-
year effort that requires clarity of vision, strong technical skills,
and significant funding and persistence. A core replacement
typically results in increased efficiency and faster transactions.

In explaining replatforming to leadership teams, it’s key to be 
clear about which systems are (and are not) being replaced and 
to describe explicitly the integration and customer migration 
challenges to be undertaken. (Figure 2 demonstrates how each 
of the four replatforming approaches is implemented.) The 
prerequisite for success is building a common language. 

Several of the authors of this briefing have witnessed painful, 
ineffective attempts to explain replatforming. In the most 
common scenario, the description of replatforming quickly 
be-comes too technical for the audience. As terms such as 
virtual agents, natural language processing (NLP), and data 
mesh are bandied about, the audience gets lost in the detail 
and can’t grasp the big picture. The result is weakened 
confidence in the project and its team, and the project is 
denied full funding. In a contrasting scenario, the description 
of the replatforming initiative is so high-level and generic 
that each listener in the audience imagines what will be 
delivered—and that image typically encompasses way more 
than what was actually proposed. The resulting mismatch of 
inflated expectations and limited delivery leads to frustration, 
recriminations, and worse. 

We have observed that when explaining replatforming to 
a senior executive audience it is important to consistently 
reiterate the description of a future-ready platform, support-
ed with clear diagrams of the platform’s six layers. Clarify-
ing the business metrics replatforming would achieve, the 
business models the effort would target, and the governance 
approach needed to support the effort helps make a replat-
forming proposal actionable, demonstrates who will bear 
accountability, and allows early successes to be recognized. 

GETTING LEADERSHIP ON THE SAME PAGE 
As the scope and complexity of replatforming efforts are for-
midable, it is necessary to have the conviction and commit-
ment of leadership to keep the effort on track. Chris Perretta, 
an independent board director and former CIO of GE Capital, 
State Street, and MUFG Americas described the challenges 
and key lesson of these efforts: 

Diversion of resources, extended timeframes, the seem-
ingly inexhaustible interdependencies, heightened exe-
cution risks, and organizational disruption are just a few 
of the execution challenges. Transparent and integrated 
governance is essential. But the exact path replatform-
ing takes will likely change over time. What cannot 
change is a clear-eyed view of the precise outcomes 
that replatforming will deliver from an operational and 
strategic standpoint. 

Replatforming is as much about deciding how you want to 
do business as the technological solutions needed. And most 
importantly, replatforming is about building enduring assets 
that are nurtured, reused, and jointly governed by business 
and technology leaders, and that measure results. 

Figure 2:  Four Approaches to Enterprise Replatforming 
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